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Seven Signs of a Game-Changing Leader 
 
1. Someone willing to challenge the organization with “unreasonable” or “impractical” 
goals.   As the Soviet empire was crumbling and the German wall coming down, West 
German Chancellor Helmut Kohl asked his Cabinet to prepare contingency plans for the 
reunification of East and West Germany.  Their “accelerated” plans foresaw the possibility of 
complete reunification in 10 years.  When the political opportunity presented itself, Kohl set a 
deadline for complete reunification in eight and a half months.  They succeeded. 
2. Someone ready to invest her/his first dollars in change.  Transforming organizations 
requires investment.  Game changing leaders are willing to make that investment, even when 
they are in a budget crunch.   Already strapped for cash and projecting a multi-million dollar 
deficit, the Jefferson County, CO Public School Board was so committed to change that they 
were willing to begin their 2006/07 budget by setting aside $3 million in a “Strategic Investment 
Fund” to make one-time investments in change.   
3. Someone willing to invest her/his best people in change.  Organizations going through 
transformation need to rebuild the bicycle even as they are riding it.  That often means taking 
their best riders off the bike and putting them to work on rebuilding it.  The Office of Federal 
Student Aid initiated its transformation process by pulling forty of its best workers from around 
the country together in Washington, DC and committing them full-time for six months to figure 
out how to improve customer service. 
4. Someone willing to get personally involved with the change.  Public executives are very 
busy people.  Just being a good administrator is a 150% job.  Leading a public organization 
through change requires the executive to find a way to invest significant time, energy, and 
political capital in the change process.  As Director of Iowa’s Department of Management and 
later as Governor Vilsack’s chief of staff, Cindy Eisenhauer always made work on the 
transformation agenda her priority. 
5. Someone with a vision or a blueprint for change.  Transformation is akin to putting a 
picture puzzle together.  You pick up a piece and see where it fits.  It is not a linear process.  
Thus, the leader has to be ready to create the picture so that people in the organization can all 
work on the puzzle together.  If you want people to change the game, they have to see the 
game plan. 
6. Someone willing to take extinguishers away and let fires of change burn.  Not all 
change comes from the top down.  A game-changing leader is willing to pursue change 
opportunistically.  The biggest success at Vice President Gore’s National Partnership for 
Reinventing Government was the creation of 1,000 reinvention labs, which gave people 
permission to innovate, waivers to rules that got in the way, support from the Vice President if 
they ran into trouble, and “Hammer Awards” (for busting bureaucracy) if they succeeded 
7. Someone who validates what was good about the past.  Before launching her 
organization into a major change, University of Minnesota Extension Service Dean Katherine 
Fennelly had her team make a comprehensive list of the existing organizational values and 
traditions that had helped them be so successful in the past.  This helped affirm the core 
values they took with them into the new game. 


